Reliability of the MoistureMeterD Compact Device and the Pitting Test to Evaluate Local Tissue Water in Subjects with Breast Cancer-Related Lymphedema.
Background: Local tissue water in patients with breast cancer-related lymphedema (BCRL) can be assessed by measurement of the tissue dielectric constant using the MoistureMeterD Compact® (MMDC) device, or by performing the pitting test. Although these assessment methods are commonly used in clinical practice, literature shows a lack of research on their clinimetric properties. Therefore, the aim of this study was to investigate reliability of both methods, in assessing the upper limb in BCRL. Methods and Results: Thirty women with BCRL were enrolled. Local tissue water was evaluated at nine reference points on the upper limb and trunk, using both methods. To determine intra- and inter-rater reliability of the MMDC device (using the absolute percentages of water content [PWC%] and interarm PWC% ratios based on single and multiple measures), intraclass correlation coefficients (ICCs), and standard errors of the measurement were calculated. To determine intra- and inter-rater agreement of the pitting test, Cohen's kappa coefficients were calculated as well as percentages of agreement. MMDC measurements yielded moderate to very strong intra- (ICC 0.648-0.947) and inter-rater (ICC 0.606-0.941) reliability, depending on the measurement location on the edematous limb. The pitting test showed a very strong intrarater agreement at nearly all defined points, but a weak inter-rater agreement, especially at the medial elbow and the breast. Conclusion: This study supports the MMDC device and pitting test as being useful tools in the clinical evaluation of BCRL. However, further research into the concurrent validity of both tools is warranted.